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1 IntrodutionAssoiated with eah state in a ontinuous density hidden Markov model(HMM) is a probability density funtion (pdf). In the absene of any nor-malization or adaptation, the pdf for a single HMM state s an be expressedas a mixture of Gaussian omponents:P (x; �) = KXk=1 qkP (x; �k) (1)where x is an observation vetor, fqkg is the set of a priori probabilities foreah of the mixture omponents, and P (x; �k) is the kth Gaussian densityfuntion. The latter an be expressed asP (x; �k) = 1qj2�Dkj exp h�12(x� �k)TD�1k (x� �k)i (2)where �k and Dk are the mean and ovariane respetively, whih togetheromprise �k.In speaker adaptation we attempt to transform the means of a HMM so asto math the speeh from a partiular speaker. Most transform-based speakeradaptation tehniques employ linear transformations of the type�̂k = A(s)�k + b(s) (3)to obtain the transformed means f�̂kg from the initial means f�kg of thespeaker-independent (SI) model, where A(s) and b(s) are respetively the speaker-dependent transformation matrix and additive bias. Modifying (2), the likeli-hood assigned an observation x by the kth Gaussian omponent isP (x;A(s); b(s);�k) = 1qj2�Dkj exp h�12(x� �̂k)TD�1k (x� �̂k)iTo be e�etive, the transform parameters (A(s); b(s)) must satisfy two onit-ing requirements, these being(1) the neessity of using a powerful transformation in order to apture the�ne di�erenes among speakers;(2) the need of a transformation spei�ed with few parameters to ensurethese same an be reliably estimated.Undoubtedly the most popular formulation of suh a speaker adaptation shemeis maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) [1℄.2



In all speaker adaptation shemes, a set of speaker-dependent transformationparameters must be estimated from some amount of enrollment data, typi-ally using a maximum likelihood riterion. Parameter estimation is typiallyperformed via the expetation-maximization (EM) algorithm, whih requiresa set of phone-level transriptions of the utteranes on whih the estimationis based. In those speaker adaptation senarios of most immediate interest, noreferene transriptions are provided for the enrollment data, whih is to saythat the parameter estimation is unsupervised. Hene, it is neessary to usean unadapted speeh reognition system to form an initial hypothesis for theutteranes of a given speaker. This initial hypothesis will thus ontain errors,whih renders the seond riterion above all the more pressing, as suh errorsmake it diÆult to reliably estimate large numbers of parameters.All urrent state of the art speeh reognition systems make use of observationvetors fxig or features omposed of epstral sequenes [2, x12.1℄ and their �rstand seond order di�erenes to represent any input speeh. These sequenesare the oeÆients in a series expansion of an analyti funtion, and thusontain a great deal of struture|struture that might be exploited whenperforming speaker adaptation. The speaker adaptation paradigms mentionedabove are prediated on linear transformations estimated using a maximumlikelihood (ML) riterion; through the arti�e of the auxiliary funtion|thevital enter of the EM algorithm|this ML riterion an be redued to aweighted least squared-error metri. Hene, these tehniques are essentiallyequivalent to linear regression. While e�etive in the present appliation, linearregression is a general purpose tehnique and ompletely disregards the uniquestruture of epstral features whih are to be transformed. It is the objetiveof the present work to turn this struture to good advantage in formulatingmore e�etive speaker adaptation paradigms.Speaker normalization is losely related to speaker adaptation, inasmuh asit attempts to transform the features of a given speaker's speeh to matha speaker independent (SI) model. In prior work [3℄, we explored the use ofthe bilinear transform (BLT), and a generalization thereof dubbed the all-passtransform (APT), as a means of formulating pratial speaker normalizationshemes. Two fators were ritial in motivating these earlier investigations:Firstly, the BLT approximates to a reasonable degree the frequeny domaintransformations most often used in voal trat length normalization (VTLN),whih is arguably the most popular and e�etive speaker normalization teh-nique in use today [4,5℄. Seondly, both the BLT and APT an be representedas linear transformations in the epstral domain [6℄. This latter property pro-vides for a straightforward speaker normalization sheme|it is in fat possibleto apply speaker normalization on-the-y during training or reognition start-ing from un-normalized epstra [3℄. In addition, the linearity of the underlyingtransformation lends itself to robust estimation of the requisite speaker depen-dent transformation parameters [3℄. Indeed, the advantages a�orded by this3



linearity have been more reently reognized by other authors [7,8℄.1.1 Review of Prior WorkMasry et al. [9℄ onsidered the possibility of representing a ontinuous-timesignal as a disrete-time sequene. Their approah to this problem was posed interms of de�ning a basis of orthonormal funtions that is omplete for signalswith partiular smoothness properties. Oppenheim and Johnson [10℄ took [9℄as their starting point in deriving a lass of transformations that preserveonvolution. They found that one of the prinipal requirements for suh alass is that it have the form of the omposition of two funtions. Oppenheimand Johnson [10℄ also developed the mathematial basis for using the BLT totransform disrete-time sequenes, and showed this transformation ould beaomplished via a asade of �rst order di�erene equations.Zue [11℄ used the tehnique of [10℄ to restore the speeh of divers breathinghelium-rih gas mixtures. Shikano [12, x7℄ notied the similarity of the BLT tothe mel-sale and used it to apply a speaker-independent warp to the short-time spetrum of speeh prior to reognition. Aero [6, x7℄ �rst proposed usinga speaker-dependent BLT to orret for inter-speaker di�erenes in formantfrequeny loations; in this work, the optimal BLT parameter for eah speakerwas estimated by minimizing a vetor quantization distortion measure.After lying dormant for several years, the use of VTLN to enhane the perfor-mane of large voabulary onversational speeh reognition (LVCSR) systemswas re-introdued by Andreou et al. [4℄. Their tehnique had no reourse tothe BLT. Instead, a speeh waveform was sampled at various rates to induea linear saling on the frequeny axis of the short-time Fourier transform;the �nal sampling rate for a partiular speaker was hosen to minimize thenumber of errors made by an HMM-based LVCSR system. The publiationof [4℄ sparked a urry of ativity: Eide and Gish [13℄ proposed a nonlinearwarping of the short-time frequeny axis implemented in the spetral domain;the hoie of warp fator was based on expliit estimates of speaker-dependentformant frequenies. Wegmann et al.[14℄ and Lee and Rose [15℄ independentlyproposed the use of a Gaussian mixture model to obtain ML estimates ofthe optimal warping parameters. Pye and Woodland [5℄ investigated the useof VTLN together with MLLR adaptation; their �ndings indiated that theredutions in word error rate ahieved by VTLN and MLLR when used inisolation were largely additive when these tehniques were ombined.Digalakis et al. [16℄ introdued transformed-based adaptation of Gaussian mix-tures. In this sheme, the kth Gaussian mean was transformed as in (3) whereA(s) was taken as diagonal, and the kth ovariane matrix �k was transformed4



as �̂k = A(s) �k A(s)THene, the transformation applied to the ovariane matrix was ompletelydetermined by that applied to the mean; for this reason, the approah of [16℄ame to be known as a onstrained adaptation of Gaussian mixtures.Leggetter and Woodland [1℄ proposed the highly suessful MLLR adaptation.Their tehnique was similar to that of [16℄ in that the means of a speaker-independent HMM were transformed as in (3), but di�ered in that A(s) wastaken as a full, instead of diagonal, matrix. In this initial work, only theGaussian mean was transformed; a ovariane transform was subsequentlyadded by Gales and Woodland [17℄. In the latter work, the transform appliedto the ovariane matrix was not expliitly tied to that applied to the mean;hene, this was the �rst instane of what ame to be known as an unonstrainedadaptation.The adaptation tehniques mentioned above all transform a onventionally-trained speaker-independent model. Anastasakos et al. [18℄ �rst onsideredthe possibility of training a speaker-independent HMM spei�ally for usewith speaker adaptation. In their tehnique, transform parameters are �rstestimated for all speakers in a training set. Then the Gaussian means andvarianes of a speaker-independent HMM are iteratively re-estimated usingthe transform parameters of the training set speakers along with the usualforward-bakward statistis.An exellent review of the aforementioned transformation-based approahes tospeaker adaptation, along with the requirements of eah in terms of omputa-tion and memory, is given by Gales [19℄. Another valuable referene is Sankarand Lee [20℄, who formulate a uni�ed basis for ML speaker normalization andadaptation.Reently there has been a growing interest in performing speaker adaptationwith very limited amounts of enrollment data; e.g., 30 se. or less. The re-sults of some preliminary investigations in this area have been reported byDigalakis et al. [21℄, by Kannan and Khudanpur [22℄, and by Bohieri etal. [23℄. A distintly di�erent approah to the problem of rapid adaptation isformulated by Byrne et al. [24℄; it involves the use of a disounted likelihoodriterion to ahieve robust parameter estimation. Another popular and e�e-tive approah to very rapid adaptation, dubbed eigenvoies, was developed byKuhn et al. [25℄. 5



1.2 Organization of this WorkLet us outline the balane of this work. The harateristis of the general,rational all-pass transform (RAPT) are presented in Setion 2, as is a methodby whih these funtions an be used to transform general disrete-time se-quenes. This setion is based on the work by MDonough [26℄, but is notas mathematially rigorous as that earlier publiation; for reasons of brevity,there are none of the analytiity arguments to whih a great deal of painstak-ing development was devoted in [26℄. Setion 2.4 introdues the sine-log all-pass transform (SLAPT), and disusses its omputational advantages over theRAPT disussed earlier.Setion 3 disusses the maximum likelihood estimation of APT parametersusing a set of enrollment data olleted from a new speaker. In this develop-ment, the likelihood of the enrollment data is maximized via the EM algorithm.The \engineering" details of applying APTs to speaker ompensation are alsobriey disussed in Setion 3. Of partiular interest here is the use of HMMswith a single Gaussian omponent per state luster to estimate the parametersof an APT.Setion 4 douments the results of several experiments establishing the a-paity of the tehniques proposed in this work to improve speeh reognitionperformane. Of partiular interest in this setion is the empirial demon-stration that SLAPT adaptation provides word error rate redutions superiorto those given by MLLR, and that these redutions are additive with thoseahieved by VTLN.Finally, Setion 5 summarizes what we have learned about speaker adaptationwith all-pass transforms, and suggests ways in whih this approah might beextended in future.
2 Theoretial DevelopmentHere we set forth the harateristis of a lass of mappings whih are des-ignated all-pass transforms for reasons whih will emerge presently. We alsodesribe how these mappings an be used in transforming epstral sequenes.6



2.1 Sequene TransformationConsider an arbitrary double-sided, real-valued time sequene [n℄ and its z-transform C(z), whih are related by the equationsC(z) = 1Xn=�1 [n℄ zn (4)[n℄ = 12�j I C(z) z�(n+1)dz (5)where the ontour of integration in (5) is assumed to be the unit irle. Thisnon-standard de�nition of a z-transform pair is used here to failitate thedevelopment that follows.For some mapping Q, assume we wish to form the omposition Ĉ(z) =C(Q(z)). If Q satis�es suitable analytiity onditions, then Ĉ = C Æ Q alsoadmits a Laurent series representationĈ(z) = 1Xn=�1 ̂[n℄ znMDonough [26℄, showed that the series oeÆients ̂[n℄ appearing above anbe alulated from ̂[n℄ = 1Xm=�1 [m℄ q(m)[n℄ (6)where q(m)[n℄ = 12�j I Qm(z) z�(n+1) dz (7)Furthermore, the several sequenes fq(m)[n℄g satisfyq(m)[n℄ = 1Xk=�1 q(m�1)[n℄ q(1)[n� k℄ (8)and q(0)[n℄ is equivalent to the unit sample sequene:q(0)[n℄ = 8<:1; for n = 00; otherwise (9)From (8) and (9) it is lear the sequenes fq(m)[n℄g for all m = 2; 3; : : : anbe readily alulated one q(1)[n℄ = q[n℄ is known. In the following setions,we show how q[n℄ an be obtained for both rational and sine-log all-passtransforms. 7
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Fig. 1. E�et of the bilinear transform on the mapped frequeny !0 = argQ(ej!)for various values of �. Setting � = 0 orresponds to the identity transformation.2.2 Rational All-Pass TransformsHere we propose a lass of funtions fQg that an be used to adapt sequenesof epstral oeÆients. Muh of this development follows the lassi workof Oppenheim and Johnson [10℄. Consider the well-known bilinear transform(BLT), whih for the present purpose will be expressed asQ(z) = z � �1� �z (10)for some real �. The e�et of the BLT an be equated to a non-linear warpingof the frequeny axis [10℄. Indeed, de�ning the transformed angular frequeny!0 = argQ(ej!), and working diretly from (10), it is straightforward to show!0 = tan�1 (1� �2) sin!(1 + �2) os! � 2�The resulting plot of !0 versus ! is shown in Figure 1, from whih it is apparentthat the frequeny axis an be warped up or down through suitable settingsof �, muh as in traditional voal trat length normalization (VTLN).From the development in the preeding setion, it is lear that ̂[n℄ an bereadily alulated as soon as the oeÆients q in the series expansion of Q areknown. To alulate the latter we begin with the well-known geometri series,11� z = 1Xn=0 zn8



whih holds for all jzj < 1. Using this series, it is possible to rewrite Q(z) asQ(z) = (z � �) 1Xn=0�nznfor all jzj < ��1. From this equation, the individual oeÆients of the seriesexpansion of Q an be determined by inspetion:q[0℄ = �� (11)q[n℄ = �n�1(1� �2) for all n > 0 (12)It is possible to formulate a more general lass of mappings that share manyof the desireable harateristis of the bilinear transform. The mappings aredubbed rational all-pass transforms (RAPTs), and have the funtional form:Q(z) = z � �1� �z| {z } � z � �1� �z z � �1� �z| {z } � 1� zz �  1� zz � | {z }= A(z;�) � B(z; �) � G(z; ) (13)where �; �;  2 C satisfy j�j, j�j, jj < 1. From (10) and (13) it is apparentthat the latter mapping subsumes the former, and the two are equivalentwhenever � = . In the sequel, the dependene of A(z;�), B(z; �), and G(z; )on �, �, and  shall be suppressed whenever it is possible to do so withoutambiguity.The general RAPT in (13) has several salient harateristis, whih we nowenumerate:(1) Q is an all-pass funtion suh that���Q(ej!)��� = 1 (14)for all ! 2 R;(2) The inverse of Q is available fromQ(z�1) = 1Q(z) (15)Disrete-time systems having transfer funtions that an be represented asa produt of terms of the type seen in (13) are frequently used for phaseompensation of digital �lters [2, x5.5℄. As implied by (14), asading a phaseompensator of this type with an arbitrary linear time-invariant �lter does notalter the spetral magnitude of the latter. For this reason, suh a system isdesribed as all-pass; that is, it passes all frequenies without attenuation. Inthe sequel, we will use the term all-pass transform to refer to any onformalmap satisfying onditions (14{15). 9



Two observations an be made based on the foregoing: The plaement of polesand zeros in (13) is ditated by the argument priniple [27℄. In partiular, werequire that the number of zeros within the unit irle exeed the number ofpoles by exatly one. Moreover, as a onsequene of ondition (14), the e�etof any APT an be equated to a non-linear warping of the frequeny axis, justas was previously done with the BLT. Details are provided in [26, x3.2℄.Suppose that Q is an RAPT as in (13) and that j�j; j�j, and jj < 1. Then Qadmits a Laurent series representationQ(z) = 1Xn=�1 q[n℄ zn (16)whose oeÆients are given by q = a � b � g (17)where a$A, b$B, and g$G. The omponents of a were given in (11{12).Comparable expressions for the omponents of b and g are derived in [26℄.As we are transforming a epstral sequene [n℄ whih is inherently double-sided, it is neessary to alulate q(m)[n℄ for both positive and negative integersm. We an, however, exploit the speial struture of the APT in order to relatethe omponents of q(m) to those of q(�m) for m � 1. Note thatQ�m(z) = " 1Q(z)#m = [Q(z�1)℄mwhere the �nal equality follows from (15). Hene,Q�m(z) = Qm(z�1)whih implies q(�m)[n℄ = q(m)[�n℄ (18)The import of Eqn. (18) is that only the set of sequenes fq(m)[n℄g for allm � 0 need be alulated diretly, and (8) provides the means to aomplishthis one q(1)[n℄ = q[n℄ is known; the latter is available from (17).2.3 Cepstral Sequene TransformationAs nearly all modern speeh reognizers use epstral sequenes as input fea-tures, we must speialize the development above for the unique harateristisof epstral oeÆients. Hene, de�ne X̂(z) = log Ĥ(z) and X(z) = logH(z)so that X̂ = X Æ Q. If [n℄ is the real epstrum orresponding to some win-dowed segment of speeh then [n℄ must be even. De�ne x[n℄ as the minimum10



phase [2, Chapter 12℄ equivalent of [n℄, suh thatx[n℄ = 8>><>>:0; for n < 0[0℄; for n = 02[n℄; for n > 0and [n℄ = 8>><>>:12x[�n℄; for n < 0x[0℄; for n = 012x[n℄; for n > 0 (19)Exploiting the fat that [n℄ is even, rewrite (6) aŝ[n℄ = q(0)[n℄ [0℄ + 1Xm=1 �q(m)[n℄ + q(�m)[n℄� [m℄= q(0)[n℄ [0℄ + 1Xm=1 �q(m)[n℄ + q(m)[�n℄� [m℄Substituting (19) into the last expression then giveŝ[n℄ = q(0)[n℄ x[0℄ + 12 1Xm=1 �q(m)[n℄ + q(�m)[n℄�x[m℄ (20)Now de�ne x̂[n℄ as the ausal portion of ̂[n℄, so thatx̂[n℄ = 8>><>>:0; for n < 0̂[0℄; for n = 02̂[n℄; for n > 0 (21)Substituting (20) into (21) providesx̂[0℄ = 1Xm=0 q(m)[0℄ x[m℄ (22)and x̂[n℄ = 1Xm=1 �q(m)[n℄ + q(m)[�n℄� x[m℄ (23)for all n > 0. These relations an be stated more suintly by de�ning thetransformation matrix A = fanmg whereanm = 8>><>>:q(m)[0℄; for n = 0; m � 00; for n > 0; m = 0�q(m)[n℄ + q(m)[�n℄� ; for n;m > 0 (24)11



Hene, it is possible to obtain x̂[n℄ fromx̂[n℄ = 1Xm=0 anm x[m℄ (25)From (25) it is lear that the omposition X̂ = X Æ Q redues to a lineartransformation in epstral spae. It is worth noting that this is a onsequeneof the fat that Q(1) is analyti on an annular region that inludes the unit irle, and(2) preserves the unit irle.The laims of Pitz et al [7℄ notwithstanding, omposition with any funtionthat fails to satisfy either of these requirements will not redue to a lineartransformation in epstral spae. This an be readily seen from the followingargument. A epstral sequene is omprised of the oeÆients of a Laurentseries de�ned on the unit irle, and hene de�nes a (unique) funtion thatis analyti on an annular region that inludes the unit irle. Moreover, onlyfuntions that are analyti on a given annular region possess a Laurent seriesrepresentation on that region. Pitz posits no ondition of analytiity on hiswarping funtions. Moreover, he onsiders warping funtions that are pieewiselinear. An analyti funtion possesses ontinuous derivatives of all orders,whih implies the pieewise warping funtions that Pitz onsiders are learlynot analyti as their �rst derivative is unde�ned at the point of transition fromone linear segment to another. Nor is the omposition of an analyti funtionand a pieewise ontinuous funtion analyti, a fat easily veri�ed with thehain rule. Thus, Pitz ompositions are not analyti, and therefore possess novalid series representations; i.e., they do not yield valid epstra.One ould, of ourse, adopt a stritly pragmati approah, laiming that giventhe hoie between satisfying some arane set of mathematial nieties orhaving a tehnique that atually redues word error rate, one would invariablyprefer that latter. It must be admitted, moreover, that the linear warpings thatPitz proposes do seem to have the desired e�et on the short-time spetrum. Itould be that, although the omposition of an analyti funtion and a pieewiselinear warping does not yield another analyti funtion, there is always someanalyti funtion that is \lose enough" to the desired non-analyti funtion,and that the Laurent series oeÆients of this funtion an be alulated withthe method Pitz proposes. It is regrettable that Pitz and his o-authors provideno empirial evidene that their epstral transformation tehnique is useful forimproving the performane of LVCSR systems.Figure 2 shows the original and transformed spetra for a windowed segmentof male speeh sampled at 8 kHz; both spetra were generated from the �rst15 omponents of the original epstral sequene. The operations employed12
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Fig. 2. Original (thin line) and transformed (thik line) short-term spetra for a maletest speaker regenerated from epstral oeÆients 0{14. The transformed spetrumwas produed with the BLT by setting � = 0:10.in alulating the transformed epstra x̂[n℄ were those set forth above. Theonformal map used in this ase was a bilinear transform with � = 0:10. As im-plied by (25), some of the information ontained in x[n℄ for n = 0; 1; : : : ; N�1is \enoded" in x̂[n℄ for all n � N ; thus, 25 rather than 15 transformed ep-stral oeÆients were retained in generating the omposite spetrum plottedin the �gure. It is lear from a omparison of the respetive spetra that allformants have been shifted downward by the transformation and that the ex-tent of the shift is frequeny dependent. Qualitatively, this is just what weshould expet based on the urves plotted in Figure 1.Shown in Figure 3 are the original and transformed spetra for the samesegment of male speeh previously plotted in Figure 2. As in the prior ase,these plots were generated from the �rst 15 omponents of the original epstralsequene, but 25 omponents were retained in the transformed sequene. Thelatter was obtained in the manner suggested by the development above. Theonformal map used in this instane was an APT with the general form in (13).From the �gure it is apparent that whereas the higher formants have beenshifted down, the lower formants have been shifted up. This stands in sharpontrast to the e�et produed by the BLT, for whih the shift depends onfrequeny but is always in the same diretion, and serves to illustrate thegreater power and generality of the APT.2.4 Sine-Log All-Pass TransformsIn the �nal portion of this setion, we onsider a di�erent type of all-passtransform that shares may of the haraterists of the RAPT. Its hief ad-13
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Fig. 3. Original (thin line) and all-pass (thik line) transformation of the short-termspetrum for a male test speaker generated from epstral oeÆients 0{14. Theomposite spetrum was obtained with an all-pass transform as given in (13).vantage over the RAPT is its simpliity of form and amenability to numerialomputation. Regrettably, this simpliity is not immediately apparent fromthe abbreviated presentation given here. There interested reader is referred toMDonough [26℄ for further details.Let us begin by de�ning the sine-log all-pass transform (SLAPT) asQ(z) = z expF (z) (26)where F (z) = KXk=1�k Fk(z) for �1; : : : ; �K 2 R, (27)Fk(z) = j � sin kj log z! (28)and K is the number of free parameters in the transform. The designation\sine-log" is due to the funtional form of Fk. It is worth noting that Fk(z)is single-valued even though log z is multiple-valued. Moreover, applying thewell-known relation sin z = 12j �ejz � e�jz�to (28) provides Fk(z) = �2 �zk � z�k� (29)whih is a more tratable form for omputation. It an be readily veri�edthat Q as de�ned (26) satis�es (14{15) just like the rational APTs onsideredearlier. Moreover, as z traverses the unit irle, Q(z) also winds exatly one14



about the origin, whih is neessary to ensure that spetral ontent is notdoubled or tripled [26, x3.5℄.In order to alulate the oeÆients of a transformed epstral sequene in themanner desribed above, it is �rst neessary to alulate the oeÆients q inthe Laurent series expansion of Q; this an be done as follows: For F as in (29)set G(z) = expF (z) (30)and let g denote the oeÆients of the Laurent series expansion of G valid inan annular region inluding the unit irle. Then,g[n℄ = 12�j I G(z) z�(n+1) dz (31)Moreover, the natural exponential admits the series expansionez = 1Xm=0 zmm!so that G(z) = 1Xm=0 Fm(z)m!Substituting the latter into (31) providesg[n℄ = 12�j I 1Xm=0 Fm(z)m! z�(n+1) dz= 1Xm=0 1m! 12�j I Fm(z) z�(n+1) dz (32)The sequene f of oeÆients in the series expansion of F are available byinspetion from (27) and (29). Letting f (m) denote the oeÆients in the seriesexpansion of Fm, we havef (m)[n℄ = 12�j I Fm(z) z�(n+1) dzand upon substituting this into (32) we �ndg[n℄ = 1Xm=0 1m! f (m)[n℄Moreover, from the Cauhy produt it followsf (m) = f � f (m�1)for m = 1; 2; 3; : : :. Equation (30) implies that Q(z) = z G(z), so the desiredoeÆients are given by q[n℄ = g[n� 1℄for all n = 0;�1;�2; : : :. 15



3 Pratial Speaker CompensationHaving presented all the theory neessary to apply all-pass transforms tospeaker adaptation, we now disuss several pratial issues that arise in thisendeavor. Most of these onern, in one way or another, parameter estimationproedures.3.1 Parameter EstimationLet us assume that the parameters speifying a onformal map Q are to behosen in order to maximize the likelihood of a set of training data. We shallassume that a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) as in (1{2) is assoiated witheah state of a HMM. We shall also assume that the ovariane matrix Dk isdiagonal suh that Dk = diag n�2k0 �2k1 � � � �2k;L�1owhere L is the (original) feature length.The adaptation of a single mean is ahieved by forming the produt �̂(s)k =A(s)�k for some speaker-dependent transformation matrix A(s) = A(�). Morepreisely, �̂(s)kn = L�1Xm=0 anm �km (33)for all n = 0; 1; : : : ; L0�1, where the omponents fanmg of the transformationmatrix are given by (24). Thus (1{2) must be modi�ed to readP (x;�;�) = KXk=1 qkP (x;�;�k)whereP (x;�;�k) = 1qj2�Dkj exp h�12(x� A(s)�k)TD�1k (x� A(s)�k)i (34)Parameter optimization is most easily aomplished through reourse to theEM algorithm. The EM algorithm requires the formulation of an auxiliaryfuntion [28℄, whih is equivalent to the expeted value of the log-likelihood ofsome set of training data given the urrent estimate of the model's parameters.Hene, de�ne a set X (s) = fx(s)t g of training data ontributed by a singlespeaker. Ignoring the dependene on the HMM states, the log-likelihood of16



this set an be expressed aslogP (X (s);�;�) =Xt logP (x(s)t ;�;�)=Xt log "Xk qkP (x(s)t ;�;�k)#In [26℄, the relevant auxiliary funtion is redued toG(X (s);�;�) = 12 Xk;n (s)k�2kn (~�(s)kn � �̂(s)kn)2 (35)where ~�(s)k = 1(s)k Xt (s)k;tx(s)tis the kth speaker-dependent (SD) mean. It is this objetive funtion that isto be minimized in the seond step of the EM algorithm. As given above,G(�) = G(X (s);�;�) represents a ontinous and ontinuously di�erentiablefuntion, and thus is amenable to optimization by any of a number of numerialmethods [29,30℄. In order to apply suh a method, valid expressions for thegradient and (possibly) Hessian of G(�) must be available. For reasons ofbrevity, the derivation of suh expressions is not inluded here. The interestedreader should see [26, x5.2℄.Inlusion of an Additive BiasVery often a epstral mean transformation of the form �̂k = A�k is augmentedwith an additive bias to model the e�et of a hannel or any other �ltering towhih the original speeh signal may be subjet. This bias is easily inorpo-rated into our prior analysis. Let us de�ne �� as��k = �̂k + b̂ (36)where b̂ is a bias vetor whose omponents are to be estimated along with theother transformation parameters �. Replaing �̂ with �� in (35) providesG(X (s);A(s);�) = 12 Xk;n (s)k�2kn (~�(s)kn � ��(s)kn)2 (37)For any given �, it is straightforward to solve for the optimal b̂ by takingpartials with respet to the omponents b̂n on both sides of (37) and equatingto zero: �G�b̂n = �Xk k�2kn h~�kn � ��̂kn + b̂n�i = 017



where the supersript (s) has one more been suppressed. A trivial rearrange-ment is suÆient to demonstrate that the optimal bias omponents for a spe-i�ed � are given by b̂n(�) = Xk k�2kn (~�kn � �̂kn)Xk k�2kn (38)
3.2 Speaker-Adapted and Inremental TrainingThe optimal APT parameters for a given speaker are determined in part by theurrent parameters of the relevant HMM. It is equally true, however, that theoptimal parameters of an HMM are determined in part by the APT parametersorresponding to the speakers in its training set. Hene, it is neessary tojointly estimate the parameters of the speaker-dependent APTs and speaker-independent HMM. Speaker-Adapted Training (SAT) is an algorithm apableof aomplishing this task [31℄.SAT an be applied to any speaker adaptation sheme based on a linear trans-formation of the original epstral means|a property of both APT adaptationas well as the better-known MLLR [1℄. When used with the latter, the SATmodel is typially initialized with the �nal, multiple-mixture HMM obtainedfrom onventional training. This approah annot be used in the ase of APTadaptation, for the following reason. Due to the highly onstrained nature ofthe transformation, the APT must rotate all epstral means in a onsistentdiretion if it is to be e�etive. If a onventionally trained, multiple-mixtureHMM is used as a starting point, the o�set vetors between the speaker-independent (SI) and speaker-dependent (SD) epstral means will be essen-tially random due to the training proess. Hene, the SD transforms estimatedusing this initial model will be indistinguishable from the identity, and noimprovement in system performane will be ahieved. This validity of thisargument has been borne out by empirial trials.Reasonable APT parameters an be estimated by beginning with a onventionally-trained HMM ontaining a single mixture for eah state, aumulating speaker-dependent forward-bakward statistis, then optimizing the auxiliary funtionin (35). The determinative fator is not that the HMM is omposed of manyGaussian mixture omponents, but rather that eah state is apportioned asingle mixture, as this implies eah frame in the training set an, in somesense, only be aligned to a single Gaussian density.After training the single-mixture SAT model as desribed above, we ouldsimply split the Gaussian densities and ontinue training, as reommendedby [32℄. This proedure, however, is very demanding in terms of omputational18



resoures. A more eÆient solution is provided by the novel single-pass adaptedtraining (SPAT) strategy [33℄, whih is similar in spirit to the single-passtraining proedure advoated for use with the Hidden Markov Model Toolkit(HTK) [32℄. The omplete SPAT proedure is outlined here:(0) Use the HTK inremental build proedure to obtain onventional, single-mixture (SM) and multiple-mixture (MM), state-lustered SI models.(1) Perform several iterations of regular SAT beginning with the SM modelfrom Step 0. Retain the SD adaptation parameters for all training speak-ers.(2) Beginning with the �nal, MM model from Step 0, do a forward-bakwardpass on all utteranes in the training set and dump SD statistis. Notethat no speaker adaptation is performed on the SI model prior to forward-bakward alignment.(3) Using the SD adaptation parameters from Step 1 and the SD forward-bakward statistis from Step 2, perform a regular SAT ombination step.(4) Perform several additional iterations of normal SAT beginning with themodel obtained from Step 3 and SD adaptation parameters from Step 1.In a series of experiments using speeh material from the Swithboard Corpus,the model trained using the SPAT proedure performed at least as well as thatobtained using a \naive" train and split SAT proedure. This fat togetherwith its more modest omputational requirements makes SPAT an appealinghoie.It should be noted that SPAT admits several useful variations; in partiular,it is often desireable to estimate several transformations for a single speaker inorder to apture �ne inter-speaker variations. This an be ahieved by parti-tioning all Gaussian omponents in an HMM into several regression lasses andestimating a unique speaker-dependent transformation for eah. In a straight-forward modi�ation of SPAT, regression lasses are added inrementally tothe single-mixture model by splitting the existing regression lasses using a K-means-like proedure, and then performing several iterations of onventionalspeaker-adapted training. Thereafter, the new regression lasses an be \trans-ferred" to the multi-mixture model. An exat desription of this proedure anbe found in [26, x6.2℄.4 Speeh Reognition ExperimentsIn this setion we summarize the speeh reognition experiments experimentsundertaken to illustrate the e�etiveness APT-based speaker adaptation, andto ompare it with the popular MLLR tehnique. Two orpora were usedfor these experiments: the Swithboard Corpus and the English Spontaneous19



Sheduling Task (ESST).4.1 Swithboard ExperimentsThe Swithboard Corpus is a olletion of approximately 2,500 onversationsonduted over standard US telephone lines between persons previously un-known to eah other. This orpus abounds in all the phenomena that makethe automati reognition of spontaneous speeh a diÆult task: extreme o-artiulation e�ets, stops and restarts, ungrammatial word usage, and vowelredution omprise a partial list.Of the omplete Swithboard Corpus, approximately 140 hours of data are setaside for system training. For the purpose of the experiments desribed below,however, a subset of the omplete training orpus was identi�ed. This train-ing set, dubbed MsTrain, is omposed of nearly 800 omplete onversationsspoken by 409 speakers, and totals 50.0 hrs. of speeh. The test set used inall Swithboard was omprised of both sides of 19 Swithboard onversations,for a total of 18,000 words.The features used for speeh reognition were omposed of the �rst 12 perep-tual linear predition (PLP) epstral oeÆients [34℄ along with �rst and se-ond order di�erene oeÆients derived from these. Parameters orrespondingto short-time energy and its �rst and seond order di�erene were also esti-mated, for a total feature length of 39. Cepstral mean subtration was appliedto the features of the test and training sets on a per onversation side basis;no other feature normalization was used.For experiments on the Swithoard Corpus, all HMM training and test wasonduted using HTK [32℄, whih was augmented with the Homewood Exten-sions [35℄. The HMMs were trained with ross-word triphones. Eah triphonewas omposed of three states, and eah state was omposed of 12 Gaussians.The standard HTK implementation of the deision tree algorithm was usedto generated the state lusters of the HMM; the total number of HMM statelusters used with the MsTrain set was 6,712. All word-error rates tabulatedbelow were generated by resoring a set of trigram latties with a modi�ed ver-sion of the HKT tool HVite. The voabulary used in generating and resoringthe latties ontained approximately 40,000 words.Rapid AdaptationThe results of a set of experiments onduted to ompare full-matrix MLLRand APT-based adaptation on a task with limited enrollment data are given in20



% Word Error RateEnrollment Set RAPT-1 RAPT-9 SLAPT-1 SLAPT-9 MLLRBaseline 41.52.5 min. 38.5 37.3 38.4 37.4 37.160 se. 38.3 37.4 38.2 37.5 37.530 se. 38.5 37.6 38.3 37.7 37.910 se. 38.7 37.8 38.6 38.0 40.15 se. 38.8 37.9 38.6 38.2 45.5Table 1Results of unsupervised rapid adaptation experiments for systems trained on theMsTrain set.Table 1; in keeping with popular usage, we will hereafter refer to this senarioas rapid adaptation. For these experiments, one global transformation wasused for eah speaker and epstral mean subtration (CMS) was applied on aper utterane basis. All systems were trained on the MsTrain set; the SPATand basi SAT proedures were used for the APT- and MLLR-based systems,respetively. The errorful transripts used for unsupervised parameter estima-tion, be it MLLR or APT, were obtained with the unadapted baseline system,whih ahieved a WER of 41.5%. Either one or nine free parameters were usedto speify the RAPT and SLAPT transforms, as indiated by the \-1" and\-9" suÆxes on the olumn headings. As is apparent from the table, when2.5 minutes of data were used during the unsupervised estimation of transfor-mation parameters, the performane of MLLR and the nine-parameter APTsystem were nearly idential. As the amount of adaptation data was redued,however, the performane of the MLLR system quikly deteriorated, su�eringa atastrophi degradation at 10.0 se. and less. The APT-based system, onthe other hand, experiened only marginal performane degradation, provid-ing a redution in WER of 3.5% absolute with only 5.0 se. of enrollment data.This di�erene in harateristis is surely due to the sparse parameterizationof the APT.Multi-Regression Class AdaptationAnother set of speaker adaptation experiments were undertaken to omparethe e�etiveness of APT-based adaptation to MLLR when both are appliedwith multiple regression lasses. The systems used to obtain the WER resultsgiven in Table 2 were trained on the MsTrain set with per-onversation sideCMS, but no VTLN. The initial reognition pass was onduted with an un-adapted SI aousti model and a bigram language model, yielding a WER of40.6%. The one-best hypotheses from the initial pass were then used to perform21



% Word Error RateNo. Regression Classes RAPT-1 RAPT-9Baseline 40.61 38.2 37.32 37.04 36.38 36.116 36.124 35.6Table 2Word error rate results of unsupervised speaker adaptation experiments using thefor systems trained on the MsTrain set without VTLN.No. Regression Classes % Word Error RateBaseline 40.61 36.92 36.34 37.3Table 3MLLR/SAT results obtained for systems trained on the MsTrain set without VTLN.unsupervised parameter estimation. The subsequent reognition passes usedspeaker adaptation as well as a trigram language model. In eah, the RAPTwas augmented with an additive bias omponent applied to the stati epstralfeatures but not to the deltas nor delta-deltas; the HMM used in reognitionwas trained with the inremental proedure desribed in [26, x6.2℄. As shown inthe table, the number of regression lasses was varied. Clearly, the use of moreregression lasses to apture �ne inter-speaker di�erenes results in ever in-reasing redutions in WER. The best system apportioned 528 = 24�(9+13)total parameters to eah speaker and ahieved a WER of 35.6%.A seond set of experiments was onduted to ompare the performane ofAPT-based adaptation to that of the popular MLLR; the results of these ex-periments are shown in Table 3. In this ase, the transform was omposed ofa full, unonstrained matrix augmented with an additive bias term applied tothe entire epstral feature, inluding deltas and delta-deltas. These systemswere trained on the MsTrain set with the basi SAT proedure [18℄. As shownin the table, the best system ahieved a WER of 36.3%, whih is signi�antlyworse than that obtained with the best APT-based system. Moreover, the useof two regression lasses provided no signi�ant redution in WER over the22



single-lass model, whih apportioned 1; 560 = 1 � (39 � 40) transform pa-rameters to eah speaker. This is not surprising given the unsupervised natureof the adaptation, the high initial word error rate, and the large number ofparameters present in eah individual MLLR matrix. That the opposite trendwas observed for the APT is a onsequene of its parsimonious parameteriza-tion.4.2 English Spontaneous Sheduling Task ExperimentsThe speeh experiments desribed below were onduted with the Janus Reog-nition Toolkit (JRTk), whih is maintained and developed jointly at Univer-sit�at Karlsruhe, in Karlsruhe, Germany and at the Carnegie Mellon Universityin Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA. In the reent past, the Homewood Exten-sions [35℄ were ported to JRTk by the �rst author. Moreover, their apabilitieswere enhaned to support SAT using a maximum mutual information rite-rion [36℄.Training was onduted on the English Spontaneous Sheduling Task (ESST),whih ontains approximately 35 hours of speeh ontributed by 242 speak-ers. ESST is also a onversational LVCSR task, in whih partiipants disusstravel arrangements and shedule business meetings. As suh, it ontains thesame onversational speeh artifats seen in Swithboard. Unlike Swithboard,however, this data was olleted with Sennheiser lose-talking mirophones in-stead of standard telephones. For these experiments, we used a baseline modelwith 48 Gaussians for eah of 2,339 odebooks. The ESST test set ontains22,889 total words.All speeh data was digitally sampled at a rate of 16 kHz. The speeh featuresused for all experiments were obtained by estimating 13 epstral omponents,along with their �rst and seond di�erenes. Features were alulated every 10ms using a 16 ms sliding window. Speaker-dependent frequeny-domain voaltrat length normalization (VTLN) was used in alulating all speeh feauresfor both training and test.Unsupervised speaker adaptation for all test onditions requiring it, was per-formed on the errorful test set transriptions obtained with the unadapted,baseline reognizer. MLLR and APT parameter estimation was onduted byiterating twie over eah onversation side in the test set, whih implies thatapproximately four minutes of speeh per speaker was available for unsuper-vised adaptation. The results of the ESST experiments are summarized inTable 4.In the SLAPT-based systems, the means of the speaker-independent HMMwere extended from their original length of 39 to a �nal length of 78 during23



% Word Error RateNo. Regression Classes SLAPT-9 MLLRBaseline 27.31 24.66 24.032 24.03 23.784 23.67 24.498 23.28 25.1512 23.06 N/A16 22.61 N/A24 22.40 N/ATable 4Word error rate results omparing SLAPT- and MLLR-adaptation on the ESSTorpus with VTLN prior to adaptation.SATraining. This was aomplished by exploiting the fat that the summationin (25) is in�nite. Hene, a �nite number of SLAPT parameters indue atransformation matrix that is arbitrarily \wide;" it need not be trunatedafter only 13 olumns.Several things are apparent upon examining Table 4. First, the best SLAPTresult (22.40%) is more than a full point better than the best MLLR result(23.78%). Seond, SLAPT adaptation is still improving with the addition ofregression lasses, while MLLR quikly peaks with only two regression lasses.Third, the WER redutions a�orded by SLAPT-based adaptation are additivewith those given by VTLN.5 ConlusionsIn this work we have desribed a new lass of onformal maps known as theall-pass transforms (APTs). Forming the omposition of the z-transform of aepstral sequene with an APT, it is possible to obtain a transformed epstralsequene using only linear operations on the original epstra. Moreover, theresult of this transformation in the spetral domain an be equated to a warp-ing or resaling of the frequeny axis similar to that seen in onventional voaltrat length normalization (VTLN). The transformation e�eted by an APTis more general than VTLN, however, and an be made arbitrarily omplexby inreasing the number of free parameters speifying the map.In a set of unsupervised speaker adaptation experiments onduted on onver-24



sational speeh material from the Swithboard Corpus, we have demonstratedAPT-based adaptation is more e�etive than MLLR on tasks involving 30se. or less of unsupervised enrollment data. A seond set of speeh reogn-tion experiments were onduted on speeh material extrated from the En-glish Spontaneous Sheduling Task. Here the unsupervised adaptation taskinvolved several minutes of enrollment data; hene, multiple regression lassesould be e�etively used for both APT- and MLLR-adaptation. One more,APT adaptation, with a �nal WER of 22.40%, proved more e�etive thanMLLR, whih ahieved a WER of 23.78%. What is even more ompelling isthat these results were obtained with epstral features to whih VTLN hadalready been applied; i.e., the WER redutions a�orded by APT adaptationare additive with those provided by VTLN.Future work will onentrate on re�nements to the urrent training proedurein order to obtain further improvements in system performane. In partiu-lar, the inremental addition of regression lasses and transform parametersis an area requiring more study. The development of more eÆient numerialoptimization algorithms would also be bene�ial, as faster algorithms wouldredue experimental turnaround time and render APT-based speaker adap-tation feasible for use in a real-time speeh reognition system. Most urrentstate-of-the-art systems apply one or more linear transformations (e.g., lineardisriminant analysis [37℄, diagonalizing transforms [38℄) to the raw epstralfeatures before using them for reognition. APT adaptation, on the otherhand, assumes that the raw epstral features are available, as it is intended toexploit the speial harateristis of suh features. Work has already begun toinvestigate how APT-based adaptation an be e�etively applied in situationswhere a linear transformation is applied to the raw epstra. Reently there hasbeen a renewed interest in disriminative training tehniques suh as maxi-mum mutual information (MMI) parameter estimation [39℄. MMI parameterestimation has already been suessfully ombined with SAT for the ase ofMLLR adaptation [36℄. It would also be of interest to apply MMI-SAT whenAPT- as opposed to MLLR-based adaptation is used.Referenes[1℄ C. J. Leggetter, P. C. Woodland, Maximum likelihood linear regression forspeaker adaptation of ontinuous density hidden Markov models, ComputerSpeeh and Language 9 (1995) 171{185.[2℄ A. V. Oppenheim, R. W. Shafer, Disrete-Time Signal Proessing, Prentie-Hall, Englewood Cli�s, New Jersey, 1989.[3℄ J. MDonough, W. Byrne, X. Luo, Speaker normalization with all-passtransforms, in: Pro. ICSLP, 1998. 25
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